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Why I rebelled against Extinction
Rebellion... and went nuclear: In an
astonishing and brave volte-face, the
eco-group's ex-spokesperson ZION
LIGHTS reveals why she has changed
tack over the future of energy
By ZION LIGHTS FOR THE DAILY MAIL
PUBLISHED: 01:20, 10 September 2020 | UPDATED: 01:38, 10 September 2020

Like many people, I’m planning a small gathering this weekend while government
rules still allow, heading to a stretch of beach for a picnic.

My choice of venue is arguably a little less orthodox, however: I’ll be camping out on
the precise stretch of shingle in Suffolk over which the Sizewell nuclear plant looms.

It’s not an obvious spot, especially for someone who has long prided herself on
being a passionate and committed environmentalist and who until earlier this year
was spokesperson for the direct action group Extinction Rebellion, or XR.

Certainly there are several people in that organisation who will be horrified by the
very notion of going anywhere near Sizewell — but unlike me, many of them refuse
to confront what I believe is an undeniable truth: that a pivot to nuclear power is the
only thing that can truly rescue us from our burgeoning energy and climate crisis.
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Former Extinction Rebellion spokesperson Zion Lights appears on Good Morning Britain in
October last year

Doomsday

Yet like so many lobby groups, my old colleagues peddle messages of doomsday
gloom that alienate as much as they motivate, offering little in the way of positive
solutions. It is scaremongering rather than inspiring, and while for a time I aligned
myself with their world view — and their tactics — in recent months I have come to
see things differently.

In fact, after years as a member of one campaigning group or another, I now believe
passionately that environmentalism — that umbrella term for the loose collection of
organisations that have existed for decades trying to bring about an end to climate
change — has failed.

By that I mean that for all the picketing, and the direct action, and the exhortations
to use less fuel, fly less and conserve water, nothing has really made a difference to
how we choose to live. Day after day, we still hear of energy crises around the world,
increasing drought and wildfires, and species facing extinction. 

Turn the clock back 30 years, and I was hearing much the same messages in the
classroom at my Birmingham comprehensive school. Some of the words and the
numbers may have changed, but not much else.

It certainly lit a fire in me: growing up in a working-class, inner-city area, the
daughter of immigrants from the Punjab who worked punishing hours in factories to
make ends meet, I was an unlikely budding environmental campaigner.

But by the time I went to university I helped found a green organisation and later
joined the Green Party. 
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From there I joined another small climate action group, but when it died out I stayed
out of activism for a while to concentrate on my own freelance writing, taking a
Masters in science communication because, unlike the slightly ‘crazy hippy’
connotations my unusual name may conjure, I’ve always been a firm believer in
following the science. 

I was fully briefed and confident, my mind whirling with rubber-stamped facts and figures —
until he confronted me with one figure I couldn’t defend. It was co-founder Roger Hallam’s
claim that unless climate change was halted, six billion people would die this
century (Pictured: Co-founder of Extinction Rebellion Roger Hallam)

Disorder

It’s one reason I was first attracted to XR. Their mantra — initially anyway — was
‘listen to the scientists’. So when they gave me the role of a spokesperson, it felt like
I had a platform to talk about what I truly felt mattered.

That is, until in early October last year, when I appeared on current affairs
programme the Andrew Neil Show on behalf of the organisation.

I was fully briefed and confident, my mind whirling with rubber-stamped facts and
figures — until he confronted me with one figure I couldn’t defend. It was co-founder
Roger Hallam’s claim that unless climate change was halted, six billion people would
die this century.

It’s a headline-grabbing assertion — but unfortunately, it’s also not true, or certainly
not backed up by any evidence. As was obvious to anyone who knows me — and
even to the casual viewer — I was plunged into a PR nightmare.

I could not defend the number, but as the official spokesperson nor could I be seen
to condemn it.

All I could do, instead, was flounder under the hot glare of the studio lights for what
felt like an eternity.

Even now, the memory of it makes me shiver.

It proved to be the beginning of the end of my relationship with XR: whether it was
hate mail from XR supporters accusing me of letting the organisation down, or more
measured messages from colleagues saying we could ‘get’ scientists to back up
Hallam’s claim, it was clear that my world view and theirs were parting ways.

Then, less than two weeks later, XR members caused sizeable disorder at an East
London Tube station, preventing commuters from getting to work.
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The ploy made me deeply uneasy — while XR’s entire strategy is based on disruption,
targeting London’s public transport network at rush hour felt beyond the pale.

I made it plain that it shouldn’t have been done, a sentiment that, in fairness, many
other members came to acknowledge.

Then, less than two weeks later, XR members caused sizeable disorder at an East London Tube
station, preventing commuters from getting to work. The ploy made me deeply uneasy — while
XR’s entire strategy is based on disruption, targeting London’s public transport network at
rush hour felt beyond the pale. (Pictured: XR conduct a protest at East London's Shadwell tube
station in October last year)

Running parallel to this was my sense that like so many other environmental lobby
groups before them, XR seem to have fallen into the trap of telling people what not
to do, while also peddling the notion that the solution to the climate crisis was to
‘turn back the clock’ to a simpler time.

It’s something that has long infuriated me: try telling that to the people living in
poverty in the Punjab. They want clean water, but they also want laptops. In short,
they want what we here in the West have had for a long time — and it is rank
hypocrisy for those of us who have benefited from the comfortable advances in
technology in recent years to suggest they can’t have it.

For that, of course, you need energy. But while renewable energy can and should be
part of the mix in supplying energy to the UK and the rest of the world, the reality is
that there is only one reliable, low-carbon energy source that we can invest in now.

Barricade

It’s why, in June, I resigned from XR and took a new role overseeing British campaign
group Environmental Progress UK, which is campaigning in particular for the
creation of the mooted Sizewell C nuclear power station in Suffolk.

It’s a decision that led to some abusive messages from a small cohort of my old
colleagues, wedded to the ancient image of atom bombs and weapons instead of
life-changing electricity and a dramatic reduction in carbon emissions. Yet the reality
remains, if we are going to service our ever-burgeoning energy needs, then the only
way forward is nuclear.

It’s one reason that instead of trying to barricade the gates of a newspaper plants or
chaining myself to a barrier outside the Houses of Parliament I will be proudly
holding a banner at my picnic this weekend, proclaiming something I believe to be
true: Nuclear Saves Lives.
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DWTS host Tyra Banks
teaches Drew
Barrymore to smize in
the age of COVID: 'It's
so important today with
us wearing masks'
 

Leomie Anderson
flaunts her model figure
in black leather
dungarees and a
matching hat during
Burberry's virtual LFW
show
 

'I am so pleased with
them!': Jess Wright
reveals she secretly had
a breast reduction in
March after her 32DD
implants 'fell out of
everything'
 

Jenna Bush Hager
opens up about her
bond with Chelsea
Clinton and the Obama
girls - as she reveals
her dad's reaction to her
sticking her tongue out
at reporters
 

Norman Lear breaks
his own record by
becoming the oldest
ever Emmy winner at
age 98
 

Rolling up her sleeves!
Ivanka Trump tries her
hand at making Cuban
bread at Tampa bakery
while campaigning for
her father in Florida
 

Chris Hemsworth and
wife Elsa Pataky list
their Malibu home for
$4.9million... as the
Australian actor
continues to develop
his Byron Bay homes
.

EXCLUSIVE  Jessica
Alves steps out in style
after having her
TWELFTH nose job
made from ear cartilage
as she gushes about
being able to 'breathe
much better'
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Rob Delaney admits
he takes comfort from a
friend's snaps of her
late daughter as he
shares a touching post
of his son Henry two
years after his death
 

Melrose Place actress
Amy Locane is sent
back to prison for eight
years after a judge rules
her original three-year
sentence for killing a
woman, 60, in 2010 DUI
crash was too lenient 
 

Rihanna teases new
Savage x Fenty show
and reveals Demi
Moore, Bella Hadid and
Lizzo will take part
 

Ayesha Curry gives
the world their FIRST
look at the stunning
home she and NBA star
husband Steph share in
California's Bay Area
 

Michelle Obama says
she and husband
Barack 'never could've
gotten away with some
of the stuff' Trump has
done in the White House
 

Lauren Goodger teams
a cropped jacket with a
clingy maxi skirt as she
steps out for another
day of cosmetic
training 
Keen learner  

Lorraine Kelly appears
in great spirits as she
knocks back wine with
her daughter Rosie
during family dinner
 

Chrissy Teigen gets
starstruck as she drops
into husband John
Legend's online table
read of Fast Times At
Ridgemont High with
Brad Pitt and Jennifer
Aniston
 

TOWIE's Chloe Sims
wows in bodysuit and
shorts as she catches
up with Pete Wicks over
pizza after claiming
their friendship was
beyond repair
 

Lizzie Cundy, 52, turns
heads in a crop top and
mini skirt as she enjoys
lunch with a pal... but
ends up with a parking
ticket
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'The brokerage has
split': Selling Sunset's
Chrishell Stause reveals
'people have left' the
Oppenheim Group and
admits 'there's a lot of
cast drama'
 

EXCLUSIVE  Tiffany
Trump enjoys a night
out with friends at the
Ritz-Carlton in New York
City before leaving the
luxury hotel in a face
mask
.

Crown Princess
Victoria of Sweden and
Prince Daniel appear in
high spirits as they
attend the season
opening of the Swedish
Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra in Stockholm
 

Amanda Kloots
celebrates what
would've been her late
husband Nick Cordero's
42nd birthday by
releasing his album Live
Your Life
 

Sick texts Netflix
Cheer star Jerry Harris,
21, sent to boy, 13, that
led to his child porn
arrest - as he admits to
soliciting explicit pics
from other kids
 

Kate Moss nails casual
chic in a black jumper,
leggings and western
boots as she steps out
for low-key stroll
 

JK Rowling's new
book comes under fire
AGAIN as readers brand
the author 'patronising
for writing a working
class character's
dialogue differently
 

Jodie Kidd strikes her
best pose in 70s-style
flared jeans as she pulls
pints behind the bar at
an Essex pub for charity
 

Charlotte Crosby
showcases her toned
torso in a white crop top
as she gets stuck into
renovating her
Sunderland mansion
 

Paint me up before you
go go: Giant George
Michael mural is
unveiled in area where
singer grew up 
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from waking up and
remembering she was
herself... as she
announces the 911
video is on its way
.

Andy Carroll
delightedly shares snap
of his five kids hours
after welcoming
daughter with fiancée
Billi Mucklow
 

Big Brother's Memphis
Garrett is accused of
calling co-star David
Alexander the N-word
on a LIVE feed... after he
mocked an autistic
contestant

TOWIE's Amber Turner
and beau Dan Edgar put
on a loved-up display
while co-stars Yazmin
Oukhellou and James
Lock share a smooch
during filming
 

Jeff Lewis is
considering 'hiring a
child psychologist' to
evaluate daughter
Monroe, three, amid
ugly custody battle with
ex Gage Edward
 

Katie Price honours
her terminally ill mum
Amy with touching post
as she raises
awareness of her
debilitating lung
condition
 

Paternity, nude models
and sex with Germaine
Greer: Martin Amis's
new book tells the story
of his life in the form of
a novel
 

Lili Reinhart admits
she's been 'necessarily
selfish' during
lockdown... after
revealing she feels like
a 'prisoner' while stuck
shooting Riverdale
 

Justin Bieber eats his
pizza to-go in Beverly
Hills... hours before the
premiere of his Holy
music video

No7 High Shine
Lip Crayon
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Marnie Simpson sets
pulses racing in a white
crop top and thong as
she poses on her bed
for a sultry snap 
 

Carrie Underwood
apologizes for not
thanking husband Mike
Fisher when accepting
an award at the
ACMs: 'I'm a dummy'
 

Queen Letizia of Spain
is elegant in flowing
midi dress and
protective mask as she
joins King Felipe at the
opening of an exhibition
 

Malika Haqq bursts
into tears over planning
baby shower in new
KUWTK teaser: 'I'm not
in the best situation'
 

Strictly's Maisie Smith
displays her impressive
physique in a lilac crop
top as she gets into
shape before training
FINALLY begins for new
series
 

Kelly Brook puts on a
casual display in a
black shirt and
matching gym leggings
as she steps out for
lunch with beau Jeremy
Parisi
 

Gogglebox sparks
Ofcom complaints as
the Michael family
complain people should
just 'stay at home'
during COVID-19
pandemic
 

Casey Batchelor
shows off her incredible
figure as she throws
herself into bikini-clad
yoga session during
Lake Como getaway  
 

'I was a Karen,' admits
axed Vanderpump Rules
star Stassi Schroeder
as she's branded
'ignorant' by Tamron
Hall in first tell-all since
racism scandal
 

Larsa Pippen, 46,
shows off her ample
cleavage while 'playing
dress up' in extreme
plunging gown and
sequin hotpants
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Friendly exes!
Princess Beatrice's
husband Edo Mapelli
Mozzi's property
company hires his
former fiancée architect
Dara Huang
 

Prince William is set to
join a star-studded line-
up to give a virtual TED
talk about climate
change alongside
environmentalist Al
Gore and A-list actor
Chris Hemsworth
 

Princess Elisabeth of
Belgium, 18, is
unrecognisable in
camouflage during her
first few weeks training
at military academy
 

Pregnant Footballers'
Wives star Susie Amy
displays her growing
baby bump in a black
bikini as she soaks up
the sun during relaxing
pool day  
 

Solid gold! Delta
Goodrem sends fans
wild as she shows off
her incredible figure in a
sparkly bodysuit
 

Emily Ratajkowski
thought of her younger
self when she felt
nervous the night
before her essay was
published
 

Maya Jama sets
pulses racing in a white
plunging bra as she
shares cheeky
throwback snap for BBC
Radio 1 star Tiffany
Calver's 26th birthday
 

The unstoppable rise
of the BBC's new
golden girl: How ex-
footballer Alex Scott
dazzled on Strictly and
is now the new face of A
Question Of Sport

Love Island's Rebecca
Gormley catches the
eye in lilac co-ords as
she reads a self-help
book on the beach
 

Victorious star
Elizabeth Gillies, 27,
marries composer, 47,
who worked on her
Nickelodeon show when
she was a teenager
 

Conor McGregor
works out in Corsica a
week after he was
quizzed by police over
claims he exposed
himself to a married
woman in a bar
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Gavin Rossdale
sweats it out during
tennis match on
scorching LA summer
day... alongside Fall Out
Boy bassist Pete Wentz 
 

Pixie Lott gets a kiss
from shirtless fiancé
Oliver Cheshire as the
couple soak up the sun
during romantic
summer break in the
Greek Islands
 

Lori gets it easy:
Actress' request to
serve her two-month
college bribery
sentence in a low-
security federal prison
which offers yoga is
approved
 

Hugh Jackman and
wife Deborra-Lee
Furness don matching
masks as they walk
their dogs in New York
City before stopping to
take care of business
 

EXCLUSIVE  Line Of
Duty's Martin Compston
marks 10 YEARS since
he began playing DS
Steve Arnott as he joins
Vicky McClure and
Adrian Dunbar to film
series six
 

Lord Sugar comes
under fire for taking up
a seat on one of the few
flights coming into
Australia - while
thousands of Aussies
are stranded overseas
 

Emmy host Jimmy
Kimmel says he is
preparing for the show
to be a 'disaster': 'I
enjoy putting myself in
difficult situations'
 

Jameela Jamil uses
her T-shirt as a face
covering as she stocks
up on groceries in LA
The actress, 34, stocked
up 

Sharon Stone, 62,
reveals she almost had
to evacuate her Beverly
Hills mansion because
there was a FIRE down
the street: 'I was in
tears'
 

'You're the first person
I've told!' Skunk
Anansie's Skin lets slip
she's ENGAGED after
her 'best friend and
partner' proposed in
lockdown
 

Kim Kardashian is
'continuing to support'
Kanye amid the rapper's
recent bizarre Twitter
rants (that included
shocking footage of him
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JK Rowling reveals
cross-dressing villain in
new book Troubled
Blood is based on real-
life serial killers Jerry
Brudos and Russell
Williams amid fresh
transphobia row 
 

Jennifer Lopez, 51,
flaunts her toned tummy
and lean, long legs in
two new images taken
at home to promote her
shoe brand
 

Meet the new She-
Hulk! Tatiana Maslany to
play Hulk's cousin in
Disney+ series and
director Kat Coiro
'couldn't be more
excited'
 

Mark Wright works up
a sweat doing yoga with
a female friend (and
she's a dead ringer for
his wife Michelle
Keegan!)
 

Corrie's Katie McGlynn
begins work on her first
role since leaving the
soap as she heads to a
dog kennel to film The
Syndicate in Yorkshire
 

'They've missed my
entire pregnancy!'
Ashley James is
emotional after plans to
visit family are
scuppered by north-east
lockdown
 

Lady Gaga reveals she
used to 'get depressed'
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urinating on a
Grammy)
 

Kate Garraway looks
chic in a pink silk dress
as she fuels up on
coffee after her return to
work at Smooth Radio
so husband Derek 'can
hear my voice'
 

Wheel Of Fortune's
Jenny Powell, 52, looks
sensational in a form-
fitting orange midi-
dress as she steps out
for lunch with a friend
 

'Obviously I'm going to
win it!' Strictly's Jamie
Laing reveals his plans
to scoop the Glitterball
as he's got 'instant
talent'... with Stacey
Dooley backing him
 

Brad Pitt's girlfriend
Nicole Poturalski hits
back as troll accuses
her of 'hating' Angelina
Jolie and says people
should 'stay out' of her
relationship
 

Tessa Thompson
styles her slogan T-shirt
and maxi skirt with a
sequinned face mask as
she walks her dog with
rumoured boyfriend Dev
Hynes
 

'It was an odd time to
have a kid': Dermot
O'Leary reveals he's
taken more paternity
leave than he planned
after birth of son Kasper
in lockdown
 

Hollyoaks' Alex
Fletcher looks
dramatically different as
she unveils cherry red
hair which she reveals
is part of 'big' Christmas
storyline
 

Denise Welch enjoys a
happy reunion with
Jane Danson as former
Coronation Street co-
stars catch up during al
fresco coffee date
Fun in the sun  

Malin Andersson
showcases her
hourglass physique in
purple satin lingerie and
says she's 'finally
realised my worth' after
abusive ex is jailed
 

Jennifer Lawrence
stands out in
monochrome pinstripe
trousers as she enjoys
a dinner date with
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husband Cooke
Maroney 
 

Katie Waissel displays
her washboard abs in a
white crop top and mint
green gym leggings as
she enjoys energetic
run in London  
 

Coronation Street star
Sam Aston's wife
Briony performs the
downward dog as she
enjoys her daily yoga
session with sweet
baby Sonny 
 

Dame Joan Collins
claims all the lights in
her room went off on
the night her sister
Jackie died and again
this week on her fifth
anniversary
 

Love Island's Samira
Mighty goes braless in a
leather jacket as she
poses up a storm for
socially-distanced art
installation
 

This Morning viewers
are left in stitches as
Alice Beer fails to fly
after strapping a
futuristic jet pack to
herself in a VERY
chaotic segment
 

Lily Allen is sent
flowers by the Dior team
as they praise her
wedding dress after her
surprise Las Vegas
nuptials with David
Harbour
 

Friends star Maggie
Wheeler reveals the real
reason her character
Janice had such an
iconic (and annoying)
voice on the show 
 

Queen Maxima of the
Netherlands sports a
glam tangerine gown as
she joins King Willem-
Alexander on a bike ride
- and doesn't even
change out of her heels
 

Dancing On Ice pro
Hamish Gaman sparks
concern after stepping
out with his arm in a
sling... weeks before
returning show kicks off
rehearsals
 

Gordon Ramsay is
accused of treating his
customers as a 'joke'
after diner was served a
tiny steak with 'over-
salted chips' for £23 at
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his restaurant 
 

Michael Bolton
transforms When a Man
Loves a Woman into
jingle for new Panera
Bread menu item

Bella Hadid looks
incredible wearing a
series of sexy bikinis as
she poses up a storm
for a Versace campaign
in Italy 
 

Love Island's Jess
Shears showcases her
sensational figure in a
black bikini during a
paddleboarding date
with husband Dom
Lever
 

Selling Sunset's
Christine Quinn shows
off her ample cleavage
in a PVC swimsuit and
animal print bikini as
she poses for a very
racy Maxim shoot
 

Jenni Falconer cuts a
stylish figure in a
scarlet floral dress
while wearing a fracture
boot as she leaves
Smooth FM
 

EXCLUSIVE  Made In
Chelsea's Andy Jordan
reveals he's planning a
wedding abroad after
proposing to Alexandra
Suter

John Simm puts on a
dapper display in a
black suit and a blue
shirt as he steps out on
set in Brighton to film
new ITV police drama
Grace
 

'You win this time
Weasley': Tom Felton
enjoys a reunion with
Harry Potter co-star
James Phelps as they
go head-to-head in golf
match
 

Kimi Raikkonen mocks
Lewis Hamilton with
'evolution of an F1
driver' meme as he
suggests six-time world
champion is killing F1's
rock'n'roll spirit
 

'How are YOU feeling,
girls?' Nadia Sawalha
strips down to her
underwear as she
mimics Kim Kardashian
yet again for playful
SKIMS parody
 

Olivia Wilde looks
sensational in a
scalloped swimsuit as
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she frolics on the
beach with fiancé Jason
Sudekis
 

Newly-single Laura
Anderson dishes out
relationship advice for
fans after shock split
from boyfriend Tom
Brazier
 

Amanda Holden is a
vision in white as she
struts her stuff in an
elegant blouse and chic
trousers while heading
to work at Global
Studios
 

Alexandra Burke
doesn't look happy after
her personalised Range
Rover is hit with a
parking ticket while she
takes her dog for a walk
 

Vogue Williams
displays her toned abs
in a crop top as she
enjoys a run with
Spencer Matthews after
hitting back at trolls
 

David Tennant goes
for a loving stroll with
his wife Georgia... after
gripping the nation with
his chilling portrayal of
serial killer Dennis
Nilsen
 

Daniel Craig looks
suave as he transforms
into James Bond and
goes after enemies in
action-packed new
poster for No Time To
Die
 

Gigi Hadid's father
sends fans into a spin
after appearing to
announce arrival of her
baby with poem... but
then insists model
HASN'T yet given birth
 

EXCLUSIVE  Mummy
Diaries: Nelly leaves
mother Billie Faiers very
impressed as she
performs an EPIC rap
on the spot ahead of her
birthday 
 

Jolly Prince Charlie!
Duke of Rothesay
beams as he opens the
Highland Games for a
behind-closed-doors
competition
 

The Pursuit Of Love
FIRST LOOK: Lily
James looks stylish in a
pink floral shirt and a
pencil skirt as she joins
dapper Andrew Scott in
the romantic comedy
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'I sobbed every night':
Ulrika Jonsson admits
she 'mourned' when her
eldest son Cameron
first went to university
and says she is 'not
good at letting go'
 

Holly Candy cuts a
casual figure in a black
ruffle jumper and jeans
as she fuels up on
coffee 
 

Black comedian
Sophie Duker's 'killing
white people' joke
sparks 42 Ofcom
complaints
 

Ashley Roberts looks
effortlessly chic in a
polka dot top and skirt
as she makes a
glamorous exit from
her Heart Radio duties
in London   
 

Bruce Willis swaps out
a pair of worn-in Vans
for classic loafers as he
enjoys a solo shopping
trip in Beverly Hills
 

Max George says
goodbye to girlfriend
Stacey Giggs with
sweet holding hands in
bed post as he prepares
to quarantine ahead of
Strictly debut
 

Gary Lineker's brother
Wayne, 58, claims he
gets more attention
from women because of
his 'lean physique' but it
'doesn't make him a bad
boyfriend'
 

Alesha Dixon reveals
she was in 'floods of
tears' as she watched
Diversity's powerful
BLM dance on Britain's
Got Talent... as Ofcom
complaints reach 24,041
 

Paris and Nicky
Hilton's mom Kathy is
'in talks to join Real
Housewives Of Beverly
Hills as a friend of the
show'
 

'The shadeeee': Gwen
Stefani leaves fans in
hysterics as she
photoshops Blake
Shelton's face on an old
picture with ex Gavin
Rossdale
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Louise Redknapp
reunites with 9 to 5 co-
star Amber Davies for a
boozy night out after the
musical was forced to
close early due to
COVID-19 outbreak
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